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Zahia Turpin
Ecole Nationale Supérieure de Chimie ,
France

I would like to thank all the team of IZC for this enriching experience.
I appreciated both the environment as well as the intense
programme that was prepared for us in a very professional way.
We could just feel at home !! I recommend it to everyone. Clausthal
and its region are lovely and I will certainly recommend it as a
destination to my students. It was also a unique opportunity for
networking, sharing good experiences, and making friends.

Fulya Alagöz
İzmir University of Economics, Turkey

It was a great experience to observe TU Clausthal. The programme
was organized perfectly to observe how works go on at International
Center. All the presentations were full of information. I have lots of
new information to share with in my University. The leisure
activities were full of fun to know about the town. And also thank to
IZC staff because of their warm welcome and interest.
I'm glad to have participated in the ISTW at TU Clausthal. It gave me
the opportunity to do networking and to get to know better the
university, the life style of the students and the attractions of this
beautiful region.
ISTW in Clausthal completely fulfilled my expectations. I have
learned into more details about TU Clausthal, it’s programmes and
opportunities it offers to all students. It was also a great opportunity
to meet people from various Universities and make new connections
and create new cooperation possibilities. The organization of ISTW
was excellent and the whole TUC team made me feel really welcome
and comfortable.
After spending a week at the IZC’s Staff Training Week, I was left
with an exceptionally good impression of the university, the town,
and the natural surroundings. By far, the importance of
internationality is greatly emphasized and can be seen in every area
of life here. I highly recommend the whole TU Clausthal experience!
The level of professionalism, excellent organisation and warmth I
experienced from the TU Clausthal ‐ IZC team, truly exceeded my
level of expectation. I can see why TU Clausthal is a preferred study
destination among international students and colleagues. Your
training week was not only informative but also motivational.
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